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modde gives you the ability to seamlessly connect
any quality data to an in-house developed risk

analysis and to quickly make the right decisions
with the most relevant risk analysis to your

situation. modde is continually evolving to meet
your needs for quality analysis. contact us today

to learn more about our risk analysis tools. modde
is a software for process control and optimization

used for engineering design and process
optimization. modde enables you to perform

multiple optimization tasks at once and visualize
the effects of your choices on the result quality.
modde can be used as a stand-alone application
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or as a plug-in to other software, enabling you to
perform your own risk analysis. with modde we

dont stop at doe, but empower you to
simultaneously perform valuable quality analysis

without having to rely on other software. by
integrating risk analysis visualization we go much
further than the classical doe contour and sweet

spot plots. our unique probability contour plot
introduces monte carlo simulation to show you

where risks for failure exist, as well as the
probability of achieving the results you need
according to the desired criteria. activated
carbons (acs) are widely used in different

industrial processes as adsorbents for pollutant
removal or as catalytic material support. the

parameters and methods of activation can vary,
and they affect the final characteristics of acs,

e.g., specific surface area, pore size distribution,
and surface functional groups. the results of this
study show that microporosity and mesoporosity
can be modified, variating these parameters. acs

from northern finland region peat have been
prepared through physical activation with steam.
the process has been evaluated using the design

of experiment approach. different parameters
have been considered as factors, including

holding time, oven temperature, heating rate,
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steam flow, nitrogen flow, kiln rotation, and
biomass initial mass. based on these factors,

several responses characterizing the porosity and
the elemental analysis of acs have been selected.

all the data collected have been processed
statistically using the fractional factorial resolution
iv design linear model in a screening configuration
fitted with a partial least squares regression using

modde 9.1 by umetrics software.
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a study of different adsorptive stripping
voltammetric (adsv) conditions was performed to

optimise the procedure for electrochemical
determination of d,l-methadone in urine samples.
the potentials for dp-adsv (from 0.3 to 0.8v) were

studied, as well as the influence of the
background electrolyte (bge) concentration
(0.001-1m) and ph (3-8) in britton-robinson

solution. the optimal conditions were obtained by
complete analysis of the voltammetric data
(current-time-voltage curves) using modde

software. the determination of d,l-methadone was
performed in urine samples spiked with

methadone solutions of different concentrations,
as well as in human urine samples. the results

obtained were compared with those obtained by a
spectrophotometric assay, performed on an uv-vis

shimadzu uv-1700 spectrophotometer. in
comparison to former versions, modde now offers

a streamlined workflow, an even better
connection to umetrics and a modernized user

interface. furthermore, the new design wizard can
be used to perform the most common design of

experiments tasks while the analysis wizard
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provides an advanced data exploration and
analysis tool. modde is a powerful, easy-to-use

and interactive process modeling solution for the
scientific community, and it is based on umetrics
umc2000 mclab. the tool is available for microsoft
windows, unix and macos. the umetrics software

suite consists of three products: umetrics r,
umetrics umc2000 mclab, and umetrics umc2000
mclab batch. it provides pre-defined solutions to

run the most frequent analyses in the field of
process chemistry, quality assurance, and process

optimization. modde is the graphical process
modeling and optimization software part of the

umetrics software suite. it is available for
microsoft windows, unix, and macos. 5ec8ef588b
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